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Chapter 1

Managing contemporary system
development methods

The management of system developmentprojects has always been
a problem.Project costs, commonly, have been more than expec-
ted, delivery dates have often been late, and the quality of the
finished systems has sometimes not been good. But the adoption
of structured development methods, allied to formal project
management methods, supported by the appropriate tools, has
helpedto alleviate the problem.
However, such project management methodsare mostly based on
the traditional linear development cycle. System builders using
the neweriterative methods of development (usually involving
prototyping, fourth-generation languages, and so on), which we
refer to as ☁contemporary development methods☂, find that they
are running into new management problems.In particular they
have difficulty in scoping, estimating, and checking progress on
the projects. These problems raise questions concerning the
adequacy and appropriateness of the management methods and
tools being used.
Additionally, some developers feel that a traditional formal
management approachis in conflict with their perception of the
advantages in speed andflexibility that contemporary methods
can bring. They therefore face a dilemmain the choice of how
far to follow, or abandon, a formal managementapproach.Their
dilemmais moredifficult to resolve in that there appear to be few
ready-made methods that have been tailored to the needs of
contemporary style development.
Users of contemporary development methods are convinced of
the substantial benefits they bring. Their use will certainly spread.
However, mostusers find these methods moredifficult to manage.
Furthermore, someof the hard-wonlessons gained from managing
projects using the traditional linear methodsare in danger of being
lost.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER
Webelievethereis a balanceto be struck betweenrigid planning
and a completely free-wheeling approachto system development,
andthat the principles of project management shouldbe the same,
whatever the nature of the project.
The purposeofthis paperis to explain why some of the manage-
ment problemsarise, and to show how management methods need
to be modified to help remove them.
Development methods needto be supported by appropriate tools,
or the expected benefits will not be realised. Management
methods may also be usefully supported by management tools.
Wetherefore also identify which characteristics and featuresof
tools best match the needs of contemporary methods.



Chapter 1 Managing contemporary system
development methods

We specifically do not attempt to prescribe the contemporary
development methodsto be used for undertaking system develop-
ment ♥ throughout we have concentrated on the management
aspects of development. Nor do we attempt to justify the use of
contemporary methods within this paper.

THE NEED TO IMPROVE THE MANAGEMENTOF
CONTEMPORARY METHODS
The research for this paper, the PEP assessments completed to
date, and our consultancy experience in the management of
system development methodsall confirmed there was a real need
to improve the management of projects using contemporary
methods.
The research specifically undertaken for this paper included:
♥ In-depth interviews with a numberof organisations experi-

enced in the use of contemporary development methods and
advanced system building tools (specifically Mantis, Ideal, and
their associated dictionary and database systems).

♥ Interviews with PEP sponsors regarding their experiences
with contemporary methods.

♥ Interviews with suppliers of popular advanced system build-
ing tools such as Cincom (Mantis), ADR (Ideal), RCMS
(Nomad).

♥ Abrief survey of some of the available project management
and estimating tools.

♥ A questionnaire survey of PEP sponsors regarding their use
of project management methodsandtools.

♥ Ananalysis of data within the PEP database to assess the
effectiveness of using project management methodsandtools.

♥ Asearch of relevant literature. The author also drew on his
own personal experiencein this area, and that of his con-
sultancy colleagues.

CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT METHODSGIVE
SUBSTANTIAL BENEFITS
In our interviews with organisations that have used contemporary
methods(usually over a numberof years) all reported substantial
benefits in terms of reduced time and effort. This confirms the
findings presentedin reports from other consultancy studies and
government- and industry-commissioned research. Besides the
direct benefits on each project, our interviewees claimed other
benefits related to managing the system developmentfunction as
a whole.
Manyof the published reports presented the savings in time and
effort as deriving principally from the use of fourth-generation
languages. But as we discuss later, there are other important
system building tools that contribute to such improvements. Since
we were not able to distinguish between the various sources in
the data available, we treat all the benefits achieved as the resultof a contemporary approach to development. In all of the results
quoted below, percentage improvements are given in termsoftotaldevelopment effort, as compared with the use of traditional
methods and tools. (In many cases Cobol or PL/1 were the
traditional languages used.)

Development time and effort
may be reduced by 50 per cent
or more
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In addition there can be
portfolio benefits

Virtually all the main
management measures

are problematical
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Chapter 1 Managing contemporary system
development methods

Reductions in timescale and effort
Weasked users of contemporary methods for their own assess-
ments of how timescale and effort compared with traditional
methods, for projects of comparable size and complexity. The
consensus was that time and effort reductions were of the order
of 50 per cent, or more, and there werealso reports of up to 80
per cent. Two organisations within the survey had actually
developed the same application using both traditional and
contemporary processes. Although in both cases the duplicate
developments were done in the early stages of using the new
methods(still within the learning period), the reported time and
effort reductions were at least 50 per cent.
Earlier published reportsin the literature also claimed reductions
of the order of 50 per centin timescale and 40per centin effort.
Reductionsin cost were less frequently quoted. Where they were
mentioned, they werein line with the reductionsin effort ♥ as
would be expected.
Benefits in managing the system development function
In addition to strictly within project benefits, a number of
developers cited advantages which carry over into managing the
portfolio of projects. These included smaller development teams,
moreflexibility in allocating staff to projects, and reduced main-
tenance effort and backlogs because the delivered systems are
of a better quality. We refer to these benefits in more detail in
Chapter 4 on page 27 onwards.
CONTEMPORARY METHODS ARE MORE DIFFICULT TO MANAGE
Whenasked to compare contemporary methodswith traditional
in terms of overall time and cost control, 80 per cent of the
developers we interviewedsaid these aspects were more difficult
to control.
Wealso asked them to identify the nature of the difficulty. As
shownin Figure 1.1, the most commonly occurring difficulties
were the control of scope, the setting of milestones and check-
points for progress review, and estimation. Virtually all of the
main management measures appear to be problematical.
 

Figure 1.1 Most frequently occurring difficulties with contemporary
methods

Virtually all of the main management measures appear problematic.
Relative frequency of problem (%)
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Chapter 1 Managing contemporary system
development methods

SOME PAST LESSONS ARE IN DANGER OF BEING LOST
The need to use structured development techniques and
professional project management techniques has been learned
the hard way over a numberof years. Since the early days of
virtually undisciplined development, structured development
methods, and to a lesser extent formal management methods,
have become almost the norm in traditional development. Cer-
tainly this appears to be so amongst PEP sponsors, as our research
shows. Recently, there has also been an explosion in the number
of inexpensive planning packages, and the use of these is now very
common.
But these lessons are in danger of being lost. We found that the
use of structured development and professional project manage-
ment methods is less common for projects employing contem-
porary development methods.

We asked PEP sponsors we surveyed to specify which formal
development methods, management methods, and tools they used
on their projects ♥ and we then compared traditional-style
developments against those conducted in the contemporary style.

We found that the combined use of such aids, all of which
contribute to formalising the developmentprocess, was noticeably
less with contemporary development methods as shown in Figure
1.2. The combined use of formal methodsand tools was only half
as common in projects using contemporary methods. More
generally only 40 per cent of developers use formal methods for
contemporary development, whilst over 80 per cent use formal
methods for traditional development methods.
 

Figure 1.2 Usage of methods and tools
Formal methods andtools are used less frequently with contemporary methods.
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We believe that management problems and the lack of formalmethodsandtools are certainly connected. Part of the reason liesin the difficulty of applying the usual formal methods tocontemporary development. But thereis often also the perceptionthat formal methods of control are not necessary withcontemporary development methods. We believe there are clearreasons as to why such problemsexist and wehighlight in the nextchapter how the differences between contemporary andtraditional development cycles have important implications formanagement methods.

The use of formal management
methods is much less common
with contemporary than with
traditional methods
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Chapter 1 Managing contemporary system
development methods

Contemporary methods, as we have defined them,arestill widely
regarded as novel, but if the benefits claimed are the norm, then
they are likely to become commonplace. At present we are in a
period of transition, and a management approachis neededthat
will have the same consensusauthority, and will afford the same
stability, as that which has evolved for traditional development.

STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER
Project management methods, whatever the developmentstyle,
must satisfy certain key business management needs. Business
management needs:
♥ The impact on the business to be clearly related to any

technical choices to be made andto be described in business
terms(cost, timescale, resources...).

♥  Aclear subdivision of a project into stages or elements, about
which decisions are easier to make and that enable commit-
ment of resources and cash to be madeprogressively. Risks
can then be minimised.

♥ A clear statement of progress on each project and revised
forecasts of future timescales, costs, and resource require-
mentsat predefined review points. Decisions on whetheror
how to proceed can then be soundly based.

In practice, as we have shown, project management of contem-
porary methods seems not to be meeting these needs so well.
Therefore, in order to improve the managementpractices,it is
essential to understand what the differences between contem-
porary andtraditional methodsare. We analyse these differences
in Chapter 2 and show howtheylead to the various management
problems.
Once the differences have been identified it is possible to suggest
how the management difficulties may be overcome. Thisis the
subject of Chapter3.
Finally, in Chapter 4, we summarise the benefits that should be
achieved from improving the project management methods as we
suggest.
The Appendix identifies the features of some of the more common
proprietary management methodsandtools that are most relevant
to their application for contemporary development methods.



Chapter 2

The new management problems in
contemporary system development
methods

Thereis now greater diversity in all kinds of system development
methodsand tools. Thereis also less standardisation than before,
in terms of both methods, and the basic tools of system develop-
ment, such as languages. Soit is more difficult to analyse, improve,
and modify development practice on the basis of common
experience.
In spite of this diversity, a number of generally applicable
conclusions can be drawn, and wediscuss them in this chapter.
They centre on changes that are occurring in three areas: the
developmentcycle, the pace of development, and the resources
engaged on development work.
The chapter begins by showing that management methods based
on the traditional cycle are unsuited to contemporary develop-
ment methods. Thelack of a defined development method that
has been modified to suit the changed development cycle is one
of the principal causes of the current management problems.
It is not only the lack of a sufficiently clearly defined method thatcauses problems. There are also problems inherent in contem-
porary methods, especially with regard to prototyping. The
chapter goes on to explain how the overlap between design andconstruction is makingit harderto plan and control contemporarymethods.
Next, the chapter discusses the changed pace of development.This hasnot affected all parts of the development cycle equally,
however,putting a greater strain on managementresources. Wepoint out the changes that need to be made when planning andcontrolling projects.
Finally, the chapter discusses resources. There are importantdifferences in the human resources involved in development.Also, whilst contemporary methods can deliver systems morequickly, using the wrong system building tools exacts a highpenalty. Inappropriate use of analytical methods and techniques♥ andin particular the timing and use of data modelling ♥ is afurther problem area.

MANAGEMENT METHODSBASED ON THETRADITIONAL CYCLE ARE UNSUITABLE
Whilst management methodsdo not changein principle, whateverthe project, in practice they do not exist ina vacuum. In systemsbuilding the development techniques are closely linked withmanagementtechniques, and they provide the essential founda-tion upon whichplans and controls are built.

There is now a greater diversity
in methods and tools ♥ shared
experience is more difficult
to use

In systems building the
development method is the
foundation for the management
method
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Chapter 2 The new management problemsin
contemporary system development
methods

THE DEVELOPMENT METHODIS THE FOUNDATION
FOR THE MANAGEMENT METHOD
Project management methodsare designedtosatisfy the key man-
agementneedsof planning andcontrol (referred to in Chapter1).
In system development they have traditionally been achieved as
follows:
♥ Thereis a plan that represents the project in (non-technical)

business terms: that is in terms of objectives, deliverables,
timescale, cost, resources, risk, and so on.

♥ The plan is not presented monolithically, but there are
subdivisions of commitment and risk. Traditionally, this has
been arranged by placing the major management review
points at the end of feasibility, analysis, design, and con-
struction. Typically, it is at these points that management has
been able to exercise its prerogative of deciding to continue
or abandonthe project, or modify its scope.

♥ Between and at the phase-end points, the project plan is
updated to depict changes of scope, current progress, and
forecast cost and resource requirements to completion. This
is normally achieved through time and cost recording, and by
monitoring the completion of deliverables and the achieve-
ment of milestones.

The development methodnot only sets the framework for review
points, but it specifies the basis for the project plan in terms of
the activities and technical deliverables required, and in terms
of activity sequence and dependency. Measurements of progress
at any point, depend both on this method-defined framework and
on there being a baseline of defined scope of work at every point.
Contemporary system development is based on a development
cycle that is different from that used in traditional development.
Oneof the principal reasonsfor the control difficulties experienced
by many developersis the lack of defined modified development
methods that adequately define the activities, deliverables,
checkpoints, and milestones to be used in project management.

The lack of well defined
modified development
methodsis one of the
principal reasons for

control difficulties

All of these factors conspire to make planning progress review and
controldifficult if based on the traditional cycle. In our research,
we examined the difference between traditional and contem-
porary development cycles, to provide a basis for identifying
measures to improve planning and control.
DEVELOPMENT CYCLE DIFFERENCES
During our research we examined the basic structural differences
between traditional development styles and two prototyping
approaches:☁throwaway☂ and☁evolutionary☂. The results are shown
in Figure 2.1 overleaf.
We looked at the differences in a numberof areas as we go on
to explain:
Difference in balance of work between phases
Although we could not compare traditional and contemporary
methodsover every part of the development cycle, we found large
variations in the proportion of effort invested in what wecall
initial analysis in this report. This excludes any analysis done
within prototype construction.
We found that the amount of effort invested in initial analysis
varies between about 10 and 100 per cent of that whichis typical
for the analysis phase of traditional development. (We used
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contemporary system development
methods

 

Figure 2.1 Developmentcycle differences

This figure depicts the differences in proportion, sequence, and stages between the various types of development
methods.
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information from the PEP database for comparison.) There are
also large variations in the numberof prototypecycles used. Figure
2.2 shows the variations we found from our project-by-projectsurvey. Developers held different opinions over whetherto pre- Developers differ over how muchplan the numberof prototypesto be used,or to carry out as many preplanning and analysis shoulditerations as necessary. They also differed on whetherto limit each be doneprototype to certain design aspects(interface design for example),or to includeall aspects of the design in every prototype. Theseresults are shownin Figure 2.3.
Difference in sequence of phases
Even whenclassified crudely in terms of analysis, design, andsystem construction (regardlessof actual distribution or repetitionthrough the life cycle), the phases of contemporary-methoddevelopmentcycles showedsignificantly more overlap than in thetraditional case.
We asked our survey respondents to estimate the overlap betweenactivities in three areas:\feasibility and analysis, analysis andphysical design, and physical design and build. The results areshownin Figure 2.4 on page 10. Between analysis and physicaldesign, and between physical design andbuild, the overlap is twoto three times greater than withtraditional methods. These overlapcomparisonsare indicators of relative timescale compression, andthey suggest the extentto which control may, at the same time,become more difficult.
In practice, although nearly all developers said they planned astaged approach,there was almost universal acknowledgmentthat If it can be managed, atimepressurestypically force developmentsinto phaseoverlaps. concurrent approach dramaticallyWith contemporary methods,there is more overlap andif it can shortens timescalesbe managed, such a highly concurrent approach dramaticallyshortens timescales.
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Figure 2.2 Numberof prototype cycles
There is a wide range in the numberof prototype cycles used.
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Figure 2.3 Different approaches to prototyping

Developersdiffer on how to approachprototyping.
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Different activities within each part of the cycle
Comparedwiththetraditional linear model, the mix of activities in
contemporary system development methods is much less homo-
geneous at any given point in the developmentcycle but the degree
of difference depends, however, on the method of prototyping used.
With the throwaway approach, the predominantobjective is to
assist in requirements definition. Generally, the only products
carried forward from one prototypeversion to the next are design
concepts, and the main activity within the prototype building
sequenceis therefore analysis.
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Figure 2.4 Phase overlap

With contemporary methods there is more phase overlap.
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However, with the wholly evolutionary approach, the objectiveis to create a working system with each successive prototypeversion, such that physical deliverables are carried forwardand refined until they are ready for installation (though certaininfrastructure components might be left until the final version).With evolutionary prototyping, analysis, design, and construc-tion are largely undertaken in successive cycles. This approachis clearly very different from that of the traditional linearcycle.

THE OVERLAP BETWEEN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTIONIS GREATER
One feature which distinguishes system developmentprojects frommost others ♥ including, for example, works of engineeringconstruction ♥ is that the development process includes majorproduct specification and design activities as well as thoseconcerned with product construction. In manytypes of engineer-ing activity, product specification and design are distinctlyseparate from construction and manufacture, and are usuallycarried out by separate teams having different skills. It is theseparation of design and constructionactivities that eases projectplanning and control.
How design activities are controlled, and how well projectschedules are matched (on a continuous basis) to the outputs ofthe design work,is a problem ♥ particularly for prototype-baseddevelopment. As our research showed, design and constructionare muchless separated with contemporary than with traditionalmethods. This has an important influence on the ease ofcontrolling the development process.

10

  

How well project schedules are
imatchedto the outputs of design
work is a key factor in managing
contemporary methods
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In traditional development
♥ whatis analysed is
usually what is built
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Chapter 2 The new management problems in
contemporary system development
methods

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION WITH TRADITIONAL
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODS
Traditionally, system scope is (theoretically at least) determined
in the early stages of system conception andfeasibility appraisal.
During analysis and design there will often be increasesin scope,
but major scope change during the subsequent construction phase
is uncommon ♥ unlessthe prior analysis and design work was very
inadequate,or the project objectives were changed. Usuallyit is
true that what is analysed is what is built. As a consequence,it
is often not until the post-construction phase that whatis really
required is identified.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the typical sequence. There are major review
points at the completion of feasibility, analysis, and design.
Increases in system scope may be takeninto accountin planning
and resourcing the construction phase, so as to meet (or accept
overrunagainst) the original plan deadlines. Frequently it happens
that the plannedbuild rate is found to be optimistic, so that either
the original scope needsto be cut back,or there is a time overrun.
(It is the second of these two that we encounter more frequently
in the course of our PEP assessments.)
 

 

 

      
Figure 2.5 The effect of increase in scopein traditional development

Either the original scope needs to be reduced orthere is an overrun.
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Whenusingtraditional development methods, overrunis usually
less to do with a change in scope thanit is with underestimated
construction effort (although changed requirementsplay a part,
of course). This is often because importantparts of the design (in
particular data structure design) are carried out by the coding team
during construction, particularly when third-generation system
building tools are used in the absenceofa rigorousprior physical
design plan. The effects of this are consistent with Putnam☂s

11
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contemporary system development
methods

theoretical models used in PEP. (See PEP Paper5 for a description
of them.) The basis for these models is the premise that both
within-team communication, and coordination of design and other
information, increase dramatically in difficulty with system size
(including increased scope) and time pressure. Even when there
are no significant increases in scope, these difficulties tend to be
underestimated.
There is nonetheless an opportunity at the completion of analysis
and design to incorporate increasesin scope, or other implications
of the design outputs, into subsequent plans.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION WITH CONTEMPORARY SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT METHODS
The management of design is a particular problem in contem-
porary method management. For example, one of the key benefits
claimed for prototypingis that it enables users to communicate
their system requirements more effectively than traditional paper-
based specifications, whether they are described in verbal or
analytical-model terms. So prototyping facilitates earlier and
better perception of whatusers really require. But that virtue can
also have undesirable consequencestoo if the design processis
not well managed.
Wefound that scope definition early in the development cycle may
often be inadequate whenusing prototyping, making subsequent
effort harder to direct and control. This serves to exacerbate the
effects we discuss here (thoughit does not, alone, create them).
Following the early stages a greatly varying amount ofinitial
analysis effort may take place prior to the construction of either
a series of throwaway prototypes (with the emphasis on carrying
forward only design deliverables), or of a series of evolutionary
prototype system versions. Almost inevitably, users☂ enhancedperceptions of whatis required will increase the system scope ♥because prototypes are goodat helping usersrealise (andrecall)more aspects of their requirements. Indeed, our survey showedthat most developers believe that prototyping delivers more user-acceptable functionality within the project. In addition, they saidmore functionality per se was delivered first time round. Thepredominant tendency, therefore, is for requirements to increase.The effectis similar to that whentraditional systemsare put intolive operation, and a rush of enhancementsis requested. Figure2.6 diagrammatically shows the increase in system functionalityover time.
Unfortunately the more gradual increase in scope usingprototyping can have some adverse consequencesas well. Scopeincreases tend not to be reviewed. Becausethe originally plannedbuild rate is unlikely to have been modified, an overrun of thescheduled time becomeslikely or, as with traditional development,a reduction in scope becomes necessary.

THE PACE OF DEVELOPMENTIS GREATER
As well as overlapping phases, the heightened pace ofdevelopmentis leading to additional management problems.
REDUCTION IN DEVELOPMENT TIMESCALES
A numberof factors combine to throw more demandsonprojectmanagers and the management methodsand tools they use. Themost obviousfactoris timescale reduction. As mentionedearlier,

12

Prototyping enhances perception
of requirements ♥ but there are
disadvantages

The tendency is for scope to
increase but corrective (planning)
action may not be taken

The increased pace of
developments is leading to
additional management problems
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Figure 2.6 The effect of increase in scope in contemporary
development

Prototyping facilitates communication of requirements and leads to an increase
in scope. However, the necessary corrective actions to maintain original
delivery dates or control additional functionality are often not taken.
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many of the developers we spoke to had achieved overall time (and
effort) reductions of the order of 50 per cent compared with
traditional methods. Furthermore such timescale reductions whet
the appetite of users, and raise their future level of expectations
for even better performance.
MORE OVERLAP BETWEEN PHASES AND MORE CHANGE
Because there is more phase overlap, there are more concurrent
activities to manage. In addition, there is evidence to show that
there is more to manage and control in terms of change. There
can be significant amounts of changein key areas of system design,
such as functionality or user interface, throughout the prototyping
stages. We asked developers using prototyping to estimate the
degree of change between completingtheir first prototype version
and their final version in certain key areas of system design and
construction. Figure 2.7 overleaf shows the answers we obtained
for four measures: the percentage changesin data, functionality,
user-interface-design, and business algorithms. Functionality and
user interface design in particular show high levels of change ♥
50 per cent and 100 per cent respectively. Compare this with the
traditional case where whatis built is usually what was analysed
in the previous design phase.
Such changes makeit difficult to control adjustmentsto timescales
andresources, or even to record progress.

THE BALANCE OF RESOURCESIS DIFFERENT
Th f devel ent has a 2 a 5differentiallychanged.throwing System building tools have given benefits predominantly in the

further strain on management construction component of development. There has been less
resources benefit in terms of speeding up the processof design, and quality
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Figure 2.7 Degree of change in system design using prototyping

Specification of required functionality and the definition of the user interface tend
to change by 50 to 100 per cent betweenthefirst and last prototype when
using successive prototyping.
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and management review. (There are tools which facilitate these
aspects, which wediscusslater, but at present their use is not so
widespread as fourth-generation language and database systems.)
The concentration on construction productivity has meant that
the pace of development has differentially changed, throwing
further strain on management resources, as we show below.
There are also a numberof other resource-related aspects that
differ from those in traditional development, both because of
factors relating to pace and because of some of the inherent
properties of prototyping. All of these differences impinge on
planning and control, and wediscuss each of them below.
DIFFERENT BALANCE BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT PHASES
In planning terms,the original line of balance between the maindevelopmentactivities is disturbed when moving from traditionalto contemporary methods. Compared with the traditional case,both design and review activities now lag behind construction,and become new bottlenecks. These effects are illustrated inFigure 2.8 which depicts the development cycle in terms of asimple six-activity model.
Both design and review now needrelatively more managementinvolvement than the construction activity. This points the wayto the most profitable future areas for applying advanced systembuilding tools, and to the new balancesof project resources thatneed to be found.
SMALLER TEAMS OF A DIFFERENT COMPOSITION
In our survey, we asked developers to specify the types of skillthey employed across all parts of the developmentcycle. Therewas a strong contrast between traditional and contemporarymethods, as shown in Figure 2.9. Contemporary methodsuselessresources. Also, the resources needed tend to be concentratedmoreinto a single-system developer role rather than being spreadacross all the system developmentskills. As a consequence, re-sources are generally more interchangeable betweenprojects. Thishas implications for portfolio management, as we discusslater.
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Figure 2.8 The balance of work and resources
To complete a project in minimum time each part of the project cycle should
proceedat ithe samerate. With modern (contemporary) methods, the balance of
work and resources has changed.
Units of
work
completed   Project completion

AL The angle measuresthe rate of working
 

 

Figure 2.9 Traditional versus contemporary resource requirements

Contemporary methods are characterised by developmenteffort being smaller
and provided by ☁multirole☂ developers and userstaff.
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Contemporary developers were unanimousin claiming that their
project teams were smaller ♥ only 50 percent, or evenless, of
the size neededin traditional development.
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The quantitative models used in PEP demonstrate the
inefficiencies of larger teams and of intense manpowerbuildups.
Therefore the consequence of these smaller team sizes is that there
should be more productive working. This gain should be
independentof any gains deriving from the use of system building
tools ♥ provided that poor managementcontrol does not erode
such benefits.
Team sizes have been cut predominantly because of reduced effort
in the construction component, which, in addition to coding,
includes documentation and testing. Several contemporary-
method developers said that the numberof pure coders they could
deploy on a project was now much lower than before. This is
another example of how the balance between design resources and
construction resources has shifted. This shift has created a new,
scarce commodity, as we now discuss.
GROWING DEMAND FOR USER INVOLVEMENT
Weobtained oneof the strongest contrasts in the study when weasked participants to compare the amount of user involvement(in terms of man-weeksofeffort) in system development. All thosewhohada direct basis for comparison agreed that the requirementfor user involvement was much greater: estimates ranged fromtwo to four times as much asin traditional development.
One developer told us ☁☁if the user is not involved much more,then the methods are not being used properly☂. Another addedthat, in his organisation, ☁☁some senior user representatives arenow spending 80 per cent of their time working with systemsdevelopers☝☂.
There are three main reasonsforthis increased involvement. Oneis prototyping. It encourages user involvement because user anddevelopmentstaff frequently work closely together, sometimesalmost continuously. This leads to absolute increases in the amountof user involvement, as distinct from changesin the proportionsof effort brought about by the reduced need for coding. The secondreason is the increased throughput of projects due to timescalereduction.If the rate of delivery of systemsis (say) doubled, thenwithin any given period the amountof user time required will alsodouble ♥ evenif other factors remain unchanged. The third reasonis the significant reduction in the maintenance backlog achievedby contemporary developers, both through better quality andquicker development. As a result, we would expect the proportionof new development (which is likely to require more userinvolvement) to be higher.

THE BALANCE BETWEEN USE OF TOOLS ANDANALYSIS IS DIFFERENT
Advanced system building tools are an essential support forcontemporary development methods. They should be selected tosuit an incremental approach to system design. Moreover, abalance should be struck between the particulartools in use, andthe approach adopted for analysis and data modelling.
MATCHING TOOLS TO THE INCREMENTAL APPROACH TO
SYSTEM BUILDING
Suppliers claim that advanced system building tools, and partic-ularly tools featuring design dictionaries and relational database
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systems, have properties of application independence, ease of
system modification, and maintenance. These properties, they say,
allow a completely incremental (that is to say evolutionary)
approach to system building, in which data and function may be
added progressively. The incremental approach,it is claimed,
avoids excessive penalties in terms of rework, because analysis and
design do not have to be entirely complete at the outset.
Almostall of the respondentsin our survey confirmed that their
system building tools did allow an incremental approach to be
used. The estimated reduction in the rework incurred with
advanced system building tools, against that required with
traditional third-generation tools (such as Cobol,☁flat☂ file struc-
tures, and so on) ranged from 50 per centless to as little as five
per cent. (The comparisonis for equivalent amounts of modific-
ation to already constructed modulesor to systemsas a result of
changed or new design requirements.)
The degree to which a fully incremental approach can be adopted
is a function of the complete system building toolkit and the
particular tools contained within it. Advanced languagesalone are
not sufficient; the ease with which the incremental approach can
be used is often more to do with database management and data
dictionary systems. If these, or other, important elements of the
toolkit are missing, extra wnplanned work will be introduced,
disrupting the project schedule. In the extreme case, if third-
generation tools were to be used with a wholly evolutionary
approach, the modifications and work involved would get out of
hand after only a few iterations. System building tools thus need
to be chosen extremely carefully so as to ensure they allow an
evolutionary approach to be used.
If it can be managed properly, incremental system building can
give considerable benefits in timescale reduction, due to the
greater degree of concurrency between activities as we mentioned
earlier.
MATCHING ANALYSIS TO PROTOTYPING
There is a balance that also needs to be struck between the
particular tools used, and the approach taken to systemsanalysis.
A higher proportion of effort can be put into either analysis, or
prototype building.
The costs of adopting a comprehensive structured approach to
analysis are reasonably widely known, and there are only a few
major techniques in commonuse. On the other hand, the costs
of building and subsequently modifying prototype systems vary
considerably depending on the particular tools in use. Thelikely
extent of successive modification is, of course, related to the
amountof initial analysis carried out. Again, citing the extreme
case, incremental development using third-generation tools
without any prior analysis would be disastrously inefficient.
Besidesthis balance of effort and cost, the planning approach must
take account of the fact that certain elements of analysis
(particularly data analysis) need to be kept sufficiently far ahead
of construction. We return to this theme on page 19 in the context
of enterprise modelling and project portfolios.
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Development methods and tools, and project managementmethodsandtools fulfill different purposes. The former are mainlyconcerned with how the developmentprocessis to be executed;the latter are mainly concerned with what needs to be done andwhen. But, as we have explained, they need to be very closelycoordinated becauseof the strong link between the managementmethod and the development method used. To improvemanagement control, project management methods need to beadaptedto suit the contemporary methodsin use. Both planningand system building tools also have a part to play.
Webelievethat there are five aspects of system developmentthatneed to be addressed:
♥ The development methods used should be more formallydefined.
♥ The estimating and planningpractices should be modified tosuit the changes in the development process.
♥ The procedures used for reviewing and controlling progressshould then be based on the milestones and targets set by themore formal development method.
♥ Appropriate system buildingtools should be used to supportthe increased rate of development made possible.
♥ Portfolio management should be improved by takingadvantage of within-project benefits such as smaller develop-ment teams, and more interchangeable resources.
Furthermore, the experience gained in the use of contemporarymethods should be consolidated so that future planning andcontrol may be more rapidly improved.

FORMALISE THE DEVELOPMENT METHOD
As westated previously, the development method formsthe basisfor the project management method.If it is not clearly definedand adheredto thenthereis no clearbasis for project managementtasks such as planning, estimating, or control. So, the first needis to define more formally the contemporary method(s)in use. Thiswill promote a common understanding both within the systemdevelopment function and also with the system users, therebyforming the basis for a sound project management method.
The development method needsto allow for defining the systemscope clearly and in advance of prototyping; defining clearmilestones and checkpoints, taking account of the trade-offbetween analysis and prototyping; taking advantage of thefeatures offered by system building tools; concurrency andoverlap of development activities; and variations betweendifferent projects.
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DEFINE THE SCOPE CLEARLY AND IN ADVANCE
Adequate scope definition in the early stages is particularly
important. Whilst prototyping may help to identify which system
features are most valuable, there are distinct dangersin relegating
too many decisions to the users most intimately involved in
building and reviewing prototypes.
There can be great merit in traditional-style written specifications,
provided they are succinct and at the right level. Examining
functionality through the medium ofa series of screen formats
can be mesmerising, and can sometimes obscure fundamental
design and value-for-money matters. Traditional-style specifica-
tions can ensure that matters are raised and decidedat the right
level, and they can be used to supplement the prototyping process.
In traditional system design, the feasibility stage is in reality the
first major planning phase. With contemporary methodsit is even
more important to build an adequate scope definition into the
early stages of the development sequence ♥ otherwise an early
management opportunity will belost.
DEFINE CLEAR MILESTONES AND CHECKPOINTS

A lack of clear milestones and checkpoints was frequently cited
as a problem in our survey. This shortfall stems, in part, from an
insufficiently defined development method (it is also due to
milestones being wrongly defined and blurred by the overlap of
phases to which we havealready referred).
There should be an explicitly defined development sequence that
both positions any iterative sequences within the overall
framework and that extends to defining major activities within
the prototyping sequenceitself.
The modified development method should contain a clear
definition of the revised deliverables that are required. Typically
this will involve both the deletion of deliverables normally found
in traditional developmentprojects, and the substitution of others.

TAKE ACCOUNT OF THE TRADE-OFFS BETWEEN
ANALYSIS AND PROTOTYPING
As we have already noted,there is a balance to be struck between
analysis and prototype construction. The most cost-effective
balance dependsonthe particular system building tools used, and
this should be reflected in the development method sequence.
In particular, there is a difference between data modelling and
functional analysis. Whilst system building tools may allow data
and function to be added piecemeal,in humantermsit is difficult
to add andintegrate data relationships in this way. Function can
be handled morediscretely, and it is easier to analyse and add
piecemeal.
Modified development methods should therefore take explicit
account of the balances involved, and should ensure that data
modelling remains well in advance of design and construction. This
balance also applies, though on a larger scale, to a series of
development projects or the whole application portfolio.
Enterprise data modelling should also occur well ahead of
preparing the application development plan.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SYSTEM BUILDING TOOLS
Development methods should be modified to take account of someof the features of the system building tools used.
To begin with, it helps to delete unnecessary deliverables fromthe development method. For example, with certain systembuilding tools, many developers find it unnecessary to producetraditional style program specifications, because of the self-documenting properties of the tools.
Many more powerful features than this one are available, but itexemplifies how the development method and standards shouldbe modified to take full advantage of the productivity gains onoffer.
ALLOW FOR CONCURRENCY
Because contemporary system developmentis, by definition, non-linear, the method should allow for concurrency. Moreover, itshould take advantage of it ♥ after allowing for the differencebetween data and functional analysis. The development methodshould, for example, provide guidance on post-constructionintegration of subsystems built in parallel.
ALLOW FOR VARIATION BETWEEN PROJECTS
A key characteristic of contemporary developmentisits flexibility.In

a

sense,this flexibility contrasts with the requirement of adefined development sequence for planning and control. Thedefined sequenceincludes the nature and numberof prototypesto be built. So the exact sequence of events should betailored tothe needsof each project. For this reason, and also because of thechangedpace of development,it is preferable for the developmentmethod to be held as a modifiable template in the form of asoftware package.

MODIFY ESTIMATING AND PLANNING PRACTICES
You should choose estimating methods and tools that can copewith changes in phase sequence and resources. It is a mistake touse unmodified traditionally-based measures and estimates.
USE APPROPRIATE ESTIMATING METHODS
There are two broad classes of estimating method. Thefirst ismacro estimating, which is based on high-level descriptors of thecharacteristics of the system to be developed (such as applicationtype, number of subsystems, number of user departmentsinvolved,and logical inputs and outputs). The second is task-basedestimating, which is useful when individual project tasks oractivities can be identified, and whenat least their approximatesize and content is known.
Both have

a

place. There is no alternative to macro estimating inthe early stages of a project. Task-based estimating comesintoitsown whenplanningtakesplaceat several levels, or when planningis very short term (for example, over a period of just a week ortwo ahead). The two approachesshould be used in combination,so that estimates madeatthe task level reflect the macro estimatein terms of overall resource requirements and duration (unlessthere are good reasons to modify the earlier forecasts).
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In our survey we asked developers to specify where in the
development cycle they normally made their estimates, and what
they believed their estimating accuracy to be at each point. We
found little difference in the accuracy of estimating at the
feasibility stage: most estimates were uniformly inaccurate, for
both traditional and contemporary methods. However, most
developers claimed that the accuracy of estimates for subsequent
technical design and construction activity made at the end of
functional design were much improved. Where there wasa direct
basis for comparison, developers suggested that estimating errors
were less ♥ a maximum of about 10 per cent as compared with
25 per cent for traditional construction methods.
Theseresults indicate that, with contemporary methods, therisk
of estimating inaccuracy is generally lower earlier in the cycle than

Contemporary methods with traditional methods. This suggests that contemporaryhave the potential to bebetter controlled than methods have the potential to be better (not worse) controlled than
fraditional methodsda traditional development, in terms of cost and time overrun. The
terms 6f tine and Cost fact that this statementis at variance with developers☂ experience

points again to the likelihood of problems in management and
control.
USE ESTIMATING TOOLS
Software-based estimating tools are more complex andfar less
common than planning and control packages. The fundamentals
of their operation are usually less visible, and less well understood,
than with other types of tool. They should be suited to the
particular development methods you intend to use. If they also
have automated links with, for example, development method
templates and planning packages, they can lead to savings in
management time derived from making plan generation more
automatic.
Thereare otherfeatures to look out for. One is the model on which
an estimating tool is based. Whether a formal mathematical model
or a simple rule-based type it should allow modification for con-
temporary method developmentin termsof differences in phase

Estimating tools should suit the sequence, reductionsin timescale and effort, and changes in the
development method in terms of types of resource required for the project. Estimating tools that
phase sequence and proportion, workon thebasis of mathematical models derived from statistical

productivity factors and analysis of completed project data can give valuable predictive
resources used results. In general they will be more soundly based than heuristic

methodsderived solely from the relatively small sets of data that
an individualuser has available for analysis. But, in any transition
from traditional to contemporary methods, theability to calibrate
estimating models to the productivity characteristics of the
developer☂s own environmentis essential.
Anotherfeature to lookoutforis the basis of the system develop-
ment method. Many task-based estimating models are based on
a particular (proprietary) system development method. You should
check that the methodis suitable for your needs.
A further important feature is the ability to progressively improve

Estimates should be progressively the estimate as the project proceeds. Some tools allow actual
improved as development performance data to be accumulated and usedto refine project

proceeds estimates. Furthermore, such data is valuable for future analysis
and refinements to the estimating methods.
In the Appendix we identify some popular estimating tools and
summarise their principal features.
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PREPLAN THE SCOPE AND PROTOTYPE DELIVERABLES
You should be able to plan moretightly by better defining the
developmentcycle, by adequately defining the system scope at
the outset, by defining adequate milestones and checkpoints, and
by adopting some simple measures.
One such measureis to specify the numberof prototype versions
to be built. Each can be assigned an individual scope, whichis
a prescribed part of the total functionality required. Whilst these
divisions may not remain constant throughout the project, they
will form a solid baseline. Another measure is to set preplanned
milestone dates for the completion of each prototype version,
based on estimates of work content and resource requirements.
The main reason for defining these measuresis to enable better
progress review and control, a topic that we discuss in more detail
beginning on the next page.
CHOOSE PLANNING TOOLS THAT MATCH THE CHANGES IN DEVELOPMENT
PACE AND RESOURCES
One of the reasons why planning methods and tools are less
commonly used with contemporary than traditional methodsis
because of the former☂s faster pace of development. Developers
genuinely find difficulty in preparing and updating plans quickly
enough. But the planning process can be speededup in a number
of ways through the use of planningtools.
An example is a modifiable system development template ♥ one
that can betailored to the needsof a particular project. Some of
these templates enable the plan basis so created to be transferred
directly into a planning package. Since plan formulation is one of
the most time-consumingparts of planning, considerable savings
can be madein this way. Alternatively, even plan templates, stored
and modified only within the planning packageitself, will save
time, and will act as checklists.
For these approachesto work,the planning package needsto beable to handle dependency logic betweenactivities ♥ so that the
plan may be scaled up or downaccording to the actual durations
without distorting the sequence.
Using the development method template in conjunction with anestimating tool represents a further refinement. Activity content,sequence, and duration may all be manipulated together to forma completefirst-cut project plan, which again can be transferred
to a planning and control package.
Because most system developers and users are not professionalplanners, planning packages should be easy to learn, and havegood quick-start manuals or software help guides. Increased userinvolvement meansthat more people need access to project plans,so they should be shareable and planning packages should bechosen particularly for their capabilities as a medium for com-munication. Bar chart representations, for instance, should bevisually clear and easy to follow. The variety of symbols demandsgoodscreen design, and somerepresentations appear arcane andcluttered. The same comments apply, though even more strongly,to project network representations. In both cases, it should bepossible to scroll through the complete plan on a display screen.
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It is a distinct drawback whenplans have to be printed before the
effect of a change or update can be seen.
USE PLANNING TECHNIQUES APPROPRIATE TO THE
DEVELOPMENT METHODS
Planning techniques also need to be selected in relation to the
development method. Network logic andcritical-pathfacilities are
both required, but often they are more useful for analysing the
complete development (which may include equipmentselection,
procurement, training, and so on), than merely the software
development component. Forthat, simple techniquesare usually
more useful than, for instance, status reporting in terms of
criticality, float, and early andlate starts and finishes. Within each
sequence of prototype construction, the main deliverables are easy
to identify given an adequateinitial scopelist. Typically they will
be the completion of particular business functions, individual
programs, screens, reports, tested modules, and so on. At this level
of the plan, within a given subdivision of the whole system, there
is often no unique work sequence attached to completing a set
of (say) functions or programs. Often they can be tackled in any
order. One of the simplest devices for tracking progress is simple
rate-charting of the completion of each set of deliverables against
time. This may be used to give an immediate indication of the
production trend.
At the project level standard-spend curves can be used, which
are based on the same simple philosophy. Given the speed of
prototyping this type of technique can often be more practical
than complex network updates.
Wherever possible, progress to date in the form of milestone
achievement, and extrapolated production trends should be
displayed graphically. It helps if the data-entry procedures for
flagging completion of activities, or sets of activities, are kept as
simple and as quick as possible. Re-estimates need to be madeat
regular intervals to take advantage of the fact that estimating
accuracy improves more quickly with contemporary methods. The
planning package should report all incomplete tasks for re-
estimation, and then permit global changesof resourcelevels, or
planned production rates, to be incorporated.

MODIFY PROCEDURES FOR REVIEW AND CONTROL
The milestones and checkpoints obtained by formalising the
development method, and by preplanning the scope and
deliverables, may now be used for reviewing and controlling
progress. The deliverables and delivery dates fixed in the plan form
the baselines against which to measure progress. (In the absence
of such simple measures, it is hard to exercise control, because
for any given datethereis no prescribed deliverable, and for any
given deliverable there is no corresponding date.)
Successive prototype versions provide the analogy to the
traditional phase-end review points. If used properly, they should
provide clearer decision points ♥ but onlyif, at the point of review,
there is a preplanned set of deliverables derived from an earlier
allocation of system scope. Figure 3.1 depicts how planning and
control measures can work together.
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Figure 3.1 Project control during prototyping
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INSTITUTE PROPER CHANGE CONTROL PROCEDURES
One useful approach to change-of-scope requests takes the
following form:
♥ First, change requests are checked against the scope of

subsequent planned prototypes to ensure that they are not
already included.

♥ Next, change requests that give rise to unplanned additions
to the scope are passed through an appropriate approval
procedure.

♥ Finally, approved changes are not attempted in the current
prototype (unlessit is the final one) but instead are planned
for the next or a subsequent prototype.

This approach helps encourage planned additional work, through
the greater separation of design and construction, and by forcing
more explicit review of design outputs. Placing extra work in a
subsequent prototype version provides the opportunity to modify
the resources and schedule if necessary ♥ much as in the
traditional case, where there is naturally more separation between
design and construction.
THE TIMING OF REVIEWS
Just how the main prototype-end review points are used and
arranged depends very much on the scale and complexity of the
project. They might, for instance, involve full-scale management
reviews of progress, cost, and future scope. We see distinct
advantagesin arranging reviewsin this way for some projects. On
the other hand, small projects that are proceeding alonglines of
planned scope need not imply major managementinvolvement.

USE APPROPRIATE MANAGEMENT AND
SYSTEM BUILDING TOOLS
Project managementtools should support the increased rate of
development.It is clearly undesirable if the pace of development
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is retarded by managementreview procedures. Likewise, quality
review should also keep pace. Ideally, both management and
quality reviews should proceed continuously with design and
construction, with the end date of each prototype version equating
to the planned date for the end, rather than the start, of each
phase-endreview. Attaining this ideal serves to ☁balance up☂ the
project again, in a similar way to the balancing of resources that
we discussed earlier on page 14.
Some system building tools are better than others in allowing a
more continuousreview of design and other deliverables. We refer
here to the various forms of analysis and design aids, data and
design dictionary systems, and so on. In the context of this paper,
these tools can be consideredto be part of the managementtoolkit.
Such tools support both the activities of the user-designer team,
and those involved in quality and management review procedures.
Oneof the featuresof these toolsis that they effectively introduce
a degree of separation between design and constructionactivities.
They do this by maintaining (sometimesforcing) separate design
deliverables that are extricated from the constructionactivity. This
means that design deliverables can be used (and re-used)
independently of other deliverables. The information that can be
madeavailable in this way need not be confined to design data.
It can include manyotherproject-related items, such as plans and
progress reviews.
As far as managing contemporary method development is
concerned, there are two key points to look out for in the use of
these tools. Thefirst concerns improvementsin quality, speed, and
efficiency that the tools bring to the design processitself. Because
of these benefits, scarce resources are used to maximum
advantage, and timescales are shortened by increasing the pace
of design work. As a result, the balance between design and
construction may be redressed to the advantage of the project.
The second point concerns concurrent working. Evenif the speed
of design is not increased for the individual there canstill be
benefits for the team. For example, some system building tools
allow developers to have continuous and concurrent access to
project deliverables and documentation. This in turn can help
reduce the delays incurred at review points where paper
documentation otherwise may need to be compiled andcirculated
for review and discussion.

ACHIEVE BETTER PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Smaller teams, and more interchangeable resources, should mean
thatit is easier to plan and allocate resourcesacross projects. There
should also be a reduction in interference between projects, in
termsof timelost in waiting for critical resources, unproductive
gaps, and so on. The forward development plan should be less
dependenton critical key resources, and more resources should
becomeavailable because of the reduced maintenanceload. Over-
all, the number of development staff should be much reduced.
Mostof these benefits have one thing in common ♥ they will not
materialise unless they are planned. Planning tools exist that are
designedto help portfolio management. They track project timing
and resource requirements, and monitor aggregate needs.In the
course ofanytransition from traditional to contemporary methods,
these same tools can be used to plan a numberof other things as
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well, such as retraining needs, staffing levels, critical and peak
user involvement, and planned reductions in maintenanceeffort.

CONSOLIDATE THE KNOWLEDGEGAINED IN USING
CONTEMPORARY METHODS
Manyorganisationsare in a period of transition and are experi-
menting with the use of various forms of contemporary system
development methods.Asis the case with all emergent techniques
offering benefits of time and cost, superior knowledge and
expertise can buy competitive advantage.
To achieve the benefits revealed by our survey, however, involves
both a financial expenditure and a willingness to learn. Informed
knowledge of the effectiveness of a set of tools is required, and
this can only be done through objective and consistent
measurement of productivity, timescale, and cost. The measure-
ment techniques must allow both for technology factors and for
the effects of management decisions regarding timescale and
staffing policy. There are changing balances betweenthe various
technical and human resource factors, and the measurement
techniques must track these trends. Losing sight of the non-
technical effects will only obscure the value of otherwise-careful
measurement.

In this area our prescription remains the same: use a discerning
metrics programme with a sound quantitative basis. Continuing
measurement is needed to monitor both the payback and changes
in development performance, in order to feed back into the
estimating and planning process. A numberof tools are designed
to allow both the capture of completed project data, to form an
experience database, andalso to tune estimating models on the
basis of such data.
We have made suggestions for improvementin a numberofareas,
andin the next chapter, we return to a review of whatthe benefits
should be.
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Chapter 4
The benefits from better project
management

Many of the benefits gained from contemporary development
methodsderive directly from the use of advanced methods and
tools. Better project management should ensure that those
benefits are not eroded by poor planning and control.
It is very difficult to measure the potential erosion and hence the
benefits of good project management because of all the other
environmentalfactors affecting system development productivity.
Nevertheless, an analysis of data from project assessments in the
PEPdatabaseis consistent with higher productivity being linked
to the use of structured methods and more formal project
management. We present the evidence below.
It is also possible to identify other business benefits that can be
gained by better managing projects that employ contemporary
development methods.

THE IMPACT OF FORMAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ON DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTIVITY
Weused the PEP databaseto try to quantify the effects of using
management methods and tools. We asked the PEP sponsors
responsible for a sample of completed projects in the database to
specify which(if any) formal management methodsandtools were
used for each project. Our sample was limited to those projects
that had used prototyping together with a fourth-generation
language to make the comparison as valid as possible.
We then compared the productivity index (PI) values of those
prototyping projects where formal management methods andtools
had, and had not, been employed. (See Figure 4.1.)
The average PI for projects using formal management methods
and tools is about two points higher than the average PI for those
projects not using such methods.
This evidence must be viewed with caution. Firstly, the sample
is too small!to provethereis a strong correlation between the use
of more formal management and improved productivity.
Secondly, even if there were a strong correlation, it would not
prove that more formal management caused the improvement.
It could be, for example, that certain development teams who
have high productivity for some reason, also happen to be ones
who favourthe use of formal planning methods.It is, however,
encouraging to find a difference in PI in the right direction. An
improvement in PI by two points can lead to substantial cost
savings. (See PEP Paper 5 for examplesof the financial value of
such savings.) (A similar comparison for projects that had used
traditional development methods also showed that those projects
for which formal management methods had been used had an
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Figure 4.1 Formal project management and productivity

Productivity tends to be higher when formal project management is used.

Formal project management methods not used
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average PI higher than the rest. The difference in average PI in
that case was about four points.)

BETTER VALUE FOR MONEY
Besides the benefits generated at the individual project level,
better project management of contemporary system development
should also lead to benefits for the system development function
as a whole.
There are several reasons whythis can be so: better products, more
effective use of resources, and more effort applied to new
applications.
Better quality products: Nearlyall the developers we interviewed
believed that with contemporary methods, delivered systems were
superior in terms both of more acceptable (to the user) function,
and quality.
Better use of resources: Less differentiation in the personal skills
required and hence moreinterchangeability of people allows more
efficient use of development resources. Reduced training needs
are also important. Most users of fourth-generation languages said
that, typically, expertise was acquired in less than a quarter of
the time required for traditional languages. Clearly this makes for
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more effective use of development resources, and also expands
the spectrum ofskill levels available for use in the system develop-
ment function.
More new development: In addition, better quality systems and
the higher user functionality delivered reduce the system main-
tenance needed.For a given level of development resources, more
effort can therefore be devoted to new development so helping
to reduce the application backlog.

FOCUS ON BUSINESS NEEDS RATHER THAN
SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION
Using traditional methods, the construction phase of system
development was often the main focusof activity and of manage-
mentattention. The time, effort, and numbers of people involved
naturally madethis so to the extent that other improvements, at
either end of the developmentcycle (in design and implementa-
tion), evolved only slowly. Advancesin system building tools have
now changed the balance: the middle stages of development have
shrunk in importance.
Increasingly, development managers can focus more on either end
of the development cycle. They can pay more attention to:
♥ The managementof design, at every level from enterprise

modelling to specific requirements definition.
♥ Implementation management, which has grownin importance

because systems are morestrategically important and have
more widespread impact on the day-to-day operation of the
business.

Both endsof the cycle can present complex managementproblems
and are a morefruitful focus for project management. They deal
directly with those aspects of applications that are of more direct
relevance to the business use of systems.

BETTER RISK MANAGEMENT ♥ MORE FLEXIBILITY
In addition, the normal aim oftraditional development has been
the creation of reliable, rigidly structured, systems. This aim has
been a source of strength but also a weakness. Business
requirements change,or are often notclear, and systemsthat are
flexible and can be readily changed can meet business needs more
closely. Flexibility was neveran explicit aim of traditional methods.
Now, system building methods andtools doallow a more flexible
approach, whichis more akin to the way in which business needs
and priorities develop. Also, evolutionary development, in
particular, can afford a fundamentally better approach to risk
management.

As we argued earlier, successive prototype versions provide the
best phase-end review points for an evolutionary management
method, though this will depend on the scale and complexity of
the system. Figure 4.2 illustrates how the characteristics of
contemporary method development may be exploited to reduce
the commercial risks faced in implementing the system andto give
better value for moneyin termsof function delivered for a given
investment. Most aspects of the approach apply both to throwaway
and evolutionary prototyping, but there are differences of degree.
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Figure 4.2 Risk management using prototypes

Prototyping providesbetter risk management.
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Supposethe main project review points are positioned at each major
version end-pointfor whichthereis a preset functional scope and
planned end-date. Then management mayrationally and regularly
review the following factors:
♥ Progress against plan, with clear decision points.
♥ Forecast cost and timescale to completion, on an increasingly

accurate basis.
♥ System functionality to be delivered, progressively amended as

business needs, and the cost of meetingthem, become clearer.
With regard to the last factor, at each review point the remaining
features can be subject to cost-benefit evaluation on a marginal-
return basis. This can be both more rigorous and more accurate(in
cost-benefit terms) than the en bloc approach to such evaluation that
is characteristic of traditional development. (With traditional
development, typically,all of the featuresto be built are decided on
before construction commences.) An importantpartofthe improved
cost-benefit evaluation will derive from clearer user perception
(through prototyping) ofthe effectiveness and valueof the features
originally requested.
This step-wise progressionis inherently a better risk management
system, as far as securing return-on-investmentis concerned.It
does, however, crucially depend on the system building tools used
♥ if they do not permit such an incremental, step-wise approach,
then severe penalties (which may be hidden over a period of time)
will be incurred.
In any system requirements outline, there will typically be some
features that are essential, some that are desirable, and some that
are doubtful, or of only cosmetic value. With the evolutionary
approach, developmentcanbe front-loaded with those features that
have the most certain payback.
Thereare also certain fail-safe aspects to the approach. Step-by-step
development permits maximumflexibility in the allocation of effort
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and use of resources. It maximises the useable development
investmentat any point in time assuming that decisionsto curtail,
but not abandon, development are made. Alternatively it mini-
misesthe likely wasted investment, in the event that development
is abandoned. Useable developmenteffort is likely to be maximised
because of the front-loading. In contrast to the traditional
approach,there will have been less unproductive analysis and
design work in relation to any particular proportion of scope
curtailment. With evolutionary prototyping, at any given point of
scope curtailment, more effort will also have gone into the
functionality built into a useable system.
The benefits of such a prototyping approach are especially
important if there are rapidly changing business requirements.
Thenthe allocation of scarce system building resources (of any
kind) becomesvery important, particularly where there may be
a high degree of uncertainty as to the exact nature or value of
system requirements.
Thereis also clearly a potential benefit from using contemporary
methods in managing the development portfolio as a whole. Just
as methods allow a moreflexible allocation of resources and
redefinition of system functionality within a project, so they allow
more flexibility in allocating resources across the application
portfolio as a whole. A well controlled evolutionary approach
allows managers to be more opportunistic in developing new
systems than when development is based on rigid system
development plans and development methods.

CONCLUSION
With contemporary development methods the need for a formal
management approachis, in principle, unchanged. However, the
development method is the foundation for the management
approach ♥ and modifications are required to both, to allow for
a number of important differences between traditional and
contemporary methods. Unmodified development or management
methods will cause problems.
There are very large savings in time andcost that derive directly
from the use of contemporary methodsandtools and these have
important implications, not only for the project but for the
organisation as a whole. But to achieve those benefits, the methods
used to manage the development projects and supporting tools
must be suited to the new methods.
Two aspects of development best characterise the differences
between traditional and contemporary methods. Firstly, contem-
porary methodsallow greaterflexibility in development (notwith-
standing the need for formal management) and offer the potential
of a better match betweentheresulting system and business needs.
Secondly, they are bringing about a shift in managementfocus.
Construction, the middle ground of system development, has
shrunk in importance, and advancesin tools now allow manage-
ment to focus on those areas of activity that have more direct
relevanceto the business. The proper task of project management
is now, much more, the management of design and implementation
effort.
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Appendix
Methods and tools for managing
contemporary development

Proprietary system development methods and tools can apply
either to the development of the system or the managementofthe development processes but some methods and tools arecapable of supporting both.
Most of the methods have been designedto suit the traditionaldevelopment process but some have been modified to suitcontemporary development.
Table A.1 lists some popular development and managementmethodsand showshowfar, at the time of compiling the table,they had been modified to suit contemporary developmentmethods.
Table A.2 lists some of the more popular tools used to supportproject management, showingtheir applicability to estimating,planning, and control of projects. (We have not included packagesdevoted only to planningsince there are well over a hundred andthey have been adequately described elsewhere.)

Table A.1 Some frequently used development and management methods
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Type of method

Has it beenSystems modified SupplierManagement development specifically formethod method Combined method prototyping?
Method/1 4 Arthur Andersen
MODUS In part BIS

LSDM LBMS
PROMPT LBMS

STRADIS e McDonnel Douglas
PRISM we Hoskyns      
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Appendix Methods and tools for managing
contemporary development

Table A.2 Somefrequently used project managementtools
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Estimating, planning, and control features
Estimating andsizing Automatic plan generation

pioduct Basis andand Exports Linked etree
(supplier) Calibrates Time-effort Portfolio Links to output to planning

Research to user trade-off modelling Uses SDM estimating planning and control
database data modelling function template tool packages package

CA-Estimacs ~ ☜ v v 4 Mathematical
(Computer model
Associates) High level

functionality.
Function
points.

CA-Planmacs| v v a Super(Computer) Project
Associates Plus
SLIM " v v Mathematical
(QSM) model.

Lines of code.
Function
points.
PI, MBI
measures.

PMS User v (own) v v PMW Function
Bridge creates point-based
(Hoskyns) estimates (manual)
Life User v v ☜ PMW Task-based
Cycle creates (own (manual)
Manager estimates planned)
(NASTEC)
BIS v (own) v v (own) 4 PMW Heuristic
Estimater rules.
(BIS Logical
Applied outputs.
Systems) Project

histories.
Proprietary
method
standards,

Before You » ☜ v v v Microsoft Mathematical
Leap (Cocomo) PMW Model
(Strategic (dBase (Cocomo)
Systems Symphony) Lines of code.
Technology) Functionpoints.           
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent international ccen-
sulting group specialising in the application of in-
formation technology within commerce, industry
and government.
The company offers a unique blend of high-level
commercial perspective and in-depth technical
expertise: a capability which in recent years has
been put to the service of many of the world☂s
largest and most successful organisations.
The services provided include:
Consulting for Users
Guiding and giving practical support to organisa-
tions trying to exploit technology effectively and
sensibly.
Consulting for Suppliers
Guiding suppliers towards market opportunities
and their exploitation.
The Butler Cox Foundation
Keeping major organisations abreast of develop-
ments and their implications.
Multiclient Studies
Surveying markets, their driving forces and poten-
tial future.
Public Reports
Analysing trends and experience in specific areas
of widespread concern.

PEP
The Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement Pro-
gramme(PEP)is a participative service whose goal
is to improve productivity in application system
development.
It providespractical help to system development
managers andidentifies the specific problemsthat
prevent them from using their development
resources effectively. At the same time, the pro-
grammekeeps these managers abreastof the latest
thinking and experience of experts and practi-
tioners in thefield.
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The programmeconsists of individual guidance for
each subscriber in the form of a productivity
assessment, and also publications and forum
meetings common to all subscribers.

Productivity Assessment
Eachsubscribing organisation receives a confiden-
tial managementassessmentof its system develop-
ment productivity. The assessment is based on a
comparison of key development data from selected
subscriber projects against a large comprehensive
database. It is presented in a detailed report and
subscribers are briefed at a meeting with Butler
Cox specialists.

PEP Papers
Four PEP papers are produced each year. They
focus on specific aspects of system development
productivity and offer practical advice based on
recent research and experience.

Meetings
Each quarterly PEP forum meeting and annual
symposium focuses on theissues highlighted in the
PEP papers, and permits deep consideration of the
topics. They enable participants to exchange ex-
perience and views with managers from other
subscriber organisations.

Topics in 1988
Each year PEP will focus on four topics directly
relating to improving systems development and
productivity. The topics will be selectedto reflect
the concernsof the subscribers while maintaining
a balance between management and technical
issues.
The topics to be covered in 1988 are:
♥ Managing productivity in systems develop-

ment.

♥ Managing contemporary system development
methods.

♥ Staffing issues in systems development.
♥ Managing the maintenance mountain.
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